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WHK 1420AM 5KW UNLIMITED DA-N  - CLEVELAND, OHIO 

 
March 2nd, 2016 
 
Kai Mauseth 

Ellen Gleditsch v 9 

0987 Oslo, Norway  
 

Dear Kai, 

 
Thank you for your reception report of WHK 1420KHZ AM on February 29th, 2016 at 1:00 EST. 

This letter should serve as a confirmation of your reception from Oslo, Norway! 

 

A short frequency history of WHK: 

WHK shows its age with the famous three letter call sign W H K. It is the first broadcast station to 

sign on in the state of Ohio, and it is also the 15th oldest station still operating in the United States! 
The station, like most, did not start out in the way it is operating today. In July 1921 an experimental 

license was obtained by Warren C. Cox (Cox Mfg, Co.) and the first broadcast commenced on 

1500kHz from his home in Cleveland.  In 1922 he was no longer allowed to use 1500kHz for his 

broadcasts, Warren C. Cox applied for a commercial broadcasting license. The license was granted 

with call sign WHK on February 21, 1922. The station began officially broadcasting under the new 

license on March 5th, 1922 on the frequency of 830kHz (830kHz then used for “entertainment 

services”). In 1924 the frequency moved to 1060kHz. Then, it changed again in 1927 to 1130kHz with 

500watts power for day and night. In the 1930s the station became a CBS affiliate. The power 
increased to 5000watts both day and night, the station was broadcasting now on 1390kHz… Fast 

forward to March 29th, 1941 where the NARBA agreement had called for the WHK frequency to be 

moved to the now occupied 1420kHz.  

In August 1946 WHK received one of the earlier experimental FM licenses. It began broadcasting on 

107.1MHz and then 100.7MHz when the license was turned to commercial. WMMS 100.7MHz is still 

also co-located to this day at the same transmitter facilities.  

 

Technically Speaking: 
WHK AM operates on 1420kHz carrier frequency. The station transmit power is 5kW during both 

day and night time hours. The station operates with a non-directional vertical radiator during the 

day time. At night, three towers are used to create a directional signal.  The transmission facility is 

located in Seven Hills, Ohio 

WMMS 100.7 FM is co-located on our number one tower. This site also completes a microwave hop 

for our sister station WHKW 1220AM.  

 

WHK is part of a four radio station cluster operated out of Cleveland, Ohio and owned by Salem 
Communications. Along with WHK are WHKW 1220AM, WFHM 95.5FM and WHKZ 1440AM 

(Warren, Ohio).  

 

Thank you for your reception report! I don’t often receive DX reports for this station. The last one 

my records show I had received was in December 2014! 

 

Kind Regards, 

Brett Patram, 
Director of Engineering 

Salem Communications Cleveland 

bpatram@salemcleveland.com 



 
WHK 1420kHz from left to right: Main transmitter Nautel XR-6, Reserve transmitter Harris Gates 5, 

Equipment racks, three tower night pattern phasor unit.  
 

 
Transmitter facilities in Seven Hills, Ohio. 


